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This paper presents approximation methods for evaluating the 
performance of a token ring system with limited service, where two 
priority classes of messages are offered and their arrival streams 
are mode1ed as general batch inputs. The accuracy of the proposed 
approximations is evaluated by comparing them with simulation 
results. 

1". INTRODUCTION 

Token ring systems ere commonly used in local area networks (LANs) f1J, 
r2J. This paper presents a method for evaluating the performance of a token 
ring system with limited service offering two priority classes of messages. 
In this system, there are N stations in the ring and a token is passed in 
cyclic order (see r3], f4], f5J). 

Recently, the importance of priority functions in LANs is increasing f61. 
Therefore, several priority schemes for token ring systems have been proposed 
f 61, r 7]. This paper deals with message-based priority which means that 
priority is assigned to the message. Namely, we assume priority classes of 
messages will be offered to a token ring system. 

There has been much interest in token ring systems with message-based 
priorities. Yamamoto et al. f8] and Shen et al. (9] have proposed priority 
schemes. In their performance models, the gated policy is adopted and the 
message buffer (queue) capacity in each station is assumed to be only one 
message. Their approach cannot be extended to a model which allows infinite 
buffer capacity. Nishida et al. r 10] have proposed another priority "scheme 
and ana1yzed it under the conditions of mixed exhaustive and limited policies, 
and infinite buffer capacity in each station. However, according to "Sethi et 
al. r 11], "the current trend in the token ring system is moving toward a 
round-robin system." A round-robin system is another term for the limited 
policy. Karve1as et al. r 12] have treated the token ring system with two 
priority classes of messages and ana1yzed it under the conditions of batch 
Poisson inputs " and limited service. They applied their results to the 
analysis of integrated packet voice/data systems. However, it is well known 
that the voice packet arrival stream cannot be mode led as batch Poisson input 
f13]. The problem is lack of a method that allows general batch input. The 
goal of this paper is to resolve the problem by presenting new" approximations 
that are capable of handling general batch input. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

In order to evaluate performance measures for a- token ring system with 
limited service and message-based priority, a multiqueue model is proposed. 
In queueing terminology, the token is the server, messages or packets are the 
customers, and the overhead associated with sending a token from one station 
to the next is the walking time. A symmetric multiqueue model means that the 
arrival process, the service time and the walking time" distributions at each 
queue are identical. 

The multiqueue model considered here can be characterized by the 
following assumptions: 
1) The single server walks around ~ong N queues (LAN stations); 
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2) When the server arrives at the i-th queue and finds no waiting customers, 
it moves to the subsequent (i+l)-th queue. If the server finds waiting 
customers, it serves the first customer in the queue and then moves on to the 
subsequent (i+1)-th queue, l~i~N (when the server is in the N-th queue, it 
moves on to the first queue); 
3) There are two priority · classes of customers, 1 and 2. Class 1 has 
priority over class 2. Interarrival times of batches (messages) for class j 
customers at the i-th queue are independently and identically distributed 

-1 2 
(iid) random variables with a mean of \ji ,and a variance of 0Aji. Batch 

sizes for class j (the number of customers in arriving class j batches) are 

iid random variables with a mean of b ji and a variance of 0Bj~ (l~i~N; j=1,2). 

(2) " (2) 2 . 2 By letting bji be the second moment of the batch S1ze, b ji =oBji+bji. 

4) The priority rule is of the non-preemptive r12J or the head-of-the line. 
Namely, class 2 customers can be served only when the arriving server at the 
i-th queue finds no waiting class 1 customers. Once a class 2 customer 
receives his service, class 1 customers cannot interrupt the service of class 
2 customers even if the class 1 customers arrive at the i-th queue during the 
service time. 
5) The customers are served individually, based on FIFO (first-in first-out) 
rule among arrival batches and on SIRO (service in random order) rule within a 
batch. 
6) The service times for class j customers arriving at the i-th queue are 

2 
iid random variables with a mean of h ji , a variance of 0H"i' and the second 

(2) J 
moment h"i ,1<i<N. 

J --
7) The walking times from the i-th queue to the (i+1)-th queue are iid 

2 
random variables with a mean of u i and a variance of ~Ui ' l~i~N. 

Remarks: 1) If '1i=0 or A2i=0 (no priority classes), then the model 

considered here is reduced to that of Kimura et al. r14J and Kuehn r15J. 
2 2 2 2 

2) If A1i ~A1i =1 and A2i ~A2i =1 (batch Poisson inputs), then the model is 

consistent with that of Karvelas et al. r12J. 
The following notations are needed to sketch the analysis; 

E(VW
j 
i) : 

E (W
ji

) : 

E (WB j i) : 

E(Qj i) : 

E(VWj i) : 

E(WB
ji

): 

c: 

C 
(2). 

i . 

N 2 N 

Co= ~ Ui , Pi = ~ hjibjihJi , 
i=l J=l 

Po = ~Pi • 
i=l 

mean virtual waiting time of class j customers in the i-th 
queue, 
mean actual waiting time of class j customers in the i-th 
queue, 
mean actual waiting time of a class j customer in the i-th 
queue whose position is the first in its batch, 
mean queue length of class j customers in the i-th queue, 

. rx] 
mean virtual waiting time for a GI /G/l ordinary queue with 
arrival rate Aji and mean service time cji ' 

mean actual waiting time of a customer whose position is the 
fx] first in its batch for a GI /G/1 ordinary queue with arrival rate 

Aji and mean service time cji ' 

mean cycle time which is known that Co 
c = 1- Po • 

second moment of cycle time which is given approximately by 
Kuehnf15], 
mean conditional cycle time ass.uming that a class j customer of the 
i-th queue contributes to the servfce time of the cycle, given by 
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1\ (2) 
c
ji 

: second moment of conditional cycle time assuming that a class 
j customer of the i-th queue contributes to the service time of the 
cycle, given approximately by Kuehnr1S1, 

" N N" 1\ 2 2) 2 '" 2 CH (2) = ~ <TUk2 + ~ (8 iJkh i k (2) -8ijk hik + <THH +CH ° 
k .. l k .. l 

kU 

mean conditional cycle time assuming that no customer of the i-th 
queue contributes to the service time of the cycle, given by 
~ Co 
C i = ""'""l---p-=--o -+~P-i • 

second moment of conditional cycle time assuming that no customer of 
the i-th queue contributes to the service time of the cycle, given 
approximately by Kuehnr1S], 

where 

~i (2) = ~ <TUk2 + ~ (~ikhik (2) -tk2h i k2) +~ i 2 ° 
k=l k=l 

k~i 

I' )'" ~ ( b )A 8ijk= (A, 1kb1k + A, 2k b2k CH, 8ik= A,lkb1k + A,2k 2k Ci" 

811 = A,ubuc, 8u = A,2ib2i C, 8i= (A,ubu + A, U b2i)C. 

3. ANALYSIS 

In this section, two approximation methods are proposed. In 
approximation 1, individual mean waiting times for the high and low priority 
classes are obtained from the virtual waiting times. In approximation 2, the 
total virtual load in each queue is approximated by a diffusion process in 
almost the same manner as Ref. r 14]. The mean waiting time for the high 
priority class is derived in the same manner as in approximation 1. Th~ mean 
waiting time for the low priority cla,ss is obtained using a relationship 
between the virtual load and the waiting time. 

3.1 Approximation 1 

Consider the virtual waiting time for class 1, E(VW1i). 

by the sum of E(Q1i)·~li and the mean forward recurrence time 

time. This produces 

From Little's formula, 

E(Qu) = A,ubliE(Wli ) • 

The relationship between E(W1i) and E(WB 1i) is represented by 

bl i (2) -bu " 
E(Wu) =E(WBli) + 2bu Cli 

Substituting (2) and (3) into (1), it follows that 

E(VW
1i

) is given 

of the cycle 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

b (2) -b il' £.u tu (2) ~2i tu (2) ~i ~i (2) 

E(VWu)- A,Ublitli {E(WBli) + u 1 Cu} +8li O~2 +82i_ o~ +(1-8li-82i)_ °r- • 
2bu C CH C C2i C ''Ci 

(4) 

Now assume that the difference between E(VW1i) and E(WR
1i

) equals that between 
,....., "- rx] 

E(VW
1i

) and E(WB
1i

) for a GI /G/l ordinary queue; i.e., 

(5) 

By applying the diffusion approximation technique, the right-hand side of (5) 
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can be evaluated. 
.- '" [16] 

E(VW
1i

) and E(WH1i) are given by 

(6) 

hubli~U3 {\ 2 2b 2+ 2+b (tu (2)_~U2) } (7) 
E(iSu) = 2(1 h b € ) I\.U (TA.!i u (Tau u S 2 . 

- 1 i U 1 i \;U 

By substituting (4), (6) and (7) into (5), E(WH1i) can be obtained. Then 

using (3), the mean waiting time for class 1, E(W1i), is derived. 

The mean waiting time for class 2 can be obtained in the same manner as 

for class 1. The virtual waiting time for class 2, E(VW2i), is obtained by 

E(VWu)- hubutuE(Wu ) + h ubucuE(WBu) + h ubu~uE(Wu) 
" "(2) t ~ (2) ti t . (2) 

+ali£.u·.£li....-2~· +au~ · ~2./' +(1-au-au)-c·~· 
C Cli C C2l ~i 

(8) 

The following relationship between E(W
2i

) and E(WE 2i) can be shown: 

~2i b1 i (2)-b 1 i 
E(Wu) =E(WBu) + 1 h b $' 2bu - UliU 

(9) 

Making the same assumption for the difference between the virtual waiting time 
and the actual waiting time results in 

/"v' '" 

E(VWu ) -E(WBu) =E(VW2J -E(WBu) • (10) 

E(VW
2i

) and E(WB
2i

) are given by diffusion approximation in the same manner. 

Using (8), (9) and (10), the mean waiting time for class 2, E(W2i) is 

obtained. 

Remark: 
2 2 2 2 

In the case of batch Poisson inputs ('li 0Ali =1 and '2i 0A2i =1), 

our approximate formulas are consistent with the results of Karve1as et al. 
(12 ]. 

3.2 Approximation 2 

Assume that the service time distribution is independent of priority 
class, i.e., hu=h2i"hit (THli 2= (TH2i 2= (THi 2 • 

Consider the i-th queue and fix the time point t. Let VLi(t) denote the 

total virtual load of queue i at time t. The range of VL
i 

(t) is then a 

half-open interval [0,00). VL.(t) can then be regarded as a diffusion process 
1 

with pdf fi(x,t), i.e., 

Let Li(t) be the work load arriving at the 

the number of times that the server has visited 

be the Yi(t)-th convolution of the service time. 

follows: 

(11) 

queue in (O,t]. Let Yi(t) be 

the queue in (O,t], and Zi(t) 

Let us define VL~(t) as 

(12) 

The stochastic process VL~(t) is referred to as an unrestricted process (see 

e.g. r17]) and its range is the open interval (-00,00). 
For approximating the stochastic process (in this case, the virtual load) 
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by diffusion processes, a boundary condition is necessary. We set the 
elementary return boundary at the origin (xaO). This paper will approximate 
the sojourn time distribution at the origin by an exponential distribution as 
in Ref.(16]. Let wiO be the probability that a diffusion particle sojourns at 

the origin and qi(x) be the pdf for jump amounts from the origin. A jump 

amount corresponds to a work load that is carried in the i-th queue by the 
first arriving batch after the queue becomes empty (see also Ref. r 141 and 
(161~ The fo1~owing set of equations must be satisfied by fi(x,t): 

where (Xi' 

and 

af'=_a, af,+~ . a2!1 + (hti+hU) 1CiO(t)rl(x) • (13) 
at ax 2 ax 

d~t(t) =- (hti+ hU) 1CI0(t) +[-adl+~' ~!I]X.O' 
lill f 1 (x • t) = lia f i (x. t) = 0 , 

x-+O x-+oo 
r16] 

~i are the diffusion parameters given by : 

ai = lill E(VL~(t))/t = (htibli +hubu) hi- hi /€'1 • 
t-+oo 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Solving the diffusion equation (13) under the conditions (14) and (15), the 

mean virtual load E(VL
i

) is obtained by(14] 

(18) 

The mean waiting time for class 1 is obtained in the same manner as in 
approximation 1. 

The mean waiting time for class 2 is derived as follows. The 
relationship between the virtual load and the waiting time for the mu1tiqueue 
problem is given by 

(19) 

Equation (19) is derived by using Brume11e's theorem rlS] (see also Ref.rS]). 
The mean waiting time E(WR2i) is then obtained as follows: 

. 1 ~( h J1bJi h (2) bJi -bJi . h" )] (20) 
E(WBu) = h b h [E(VLi) - htiblihiE(WBti) + 2 i + 2 hJi iCi . 

2i 21 i J-l 

The mean waiting time for an arbitrary class 2 customer E(W2i) is 
obtained in the same manner as section 3.1: 

(21) 

Let E(Qji) be the mean number of class j customers in the i-th queue for 

l~i~N; j-1,2. Applying the well-known Little's formula, we have 

(22) 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The proposed approximation results are numerically validated by comparing 
them with simulation results. Throughout the following examples, it is 

2 
assumed that N=10, ui-O.l, and 0Ui=O (l~i~N). This situation, for example, 
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corresponds to a token ring system with a distance between adjacent stations 
8 of 200 (m), a signal propagation velocity of 2xIO (m/s) , a transmission rate 

of 100 (Mb/s) " and a mean packet length of 1000 (bits). 
Figure 1 shows the results of the mean waiting times vs. a i for a 

fx) rx) 2 2 . 
symmetric E2 ,E2 IDl1 multiqueue (h1i-h2i-l, ~Hli =~H2i =0). Here, fx) 

represents the batch size distribution. 
assumed to be identical and have 

The batch sizes for both classes are 
a unit distribution (b

1i
-b

2i
-4, 

2 2 
('1Bli -oB2i =0). It can be seen from the figures that the mean waiting time 

approximation for the high priority 
class (class 1) is very accurate. 
Concerning the accuracy of the mean 
waiting time approximation for the low 
priority class (class 2), approximation 
2 is better than approximation 1. 

Figure 2 shows the results of the 

mean waiting time vs. a i for a 

nonsymmetric (01=1002' 02=···=010) 

H2,E~/D/1 multiqueue (h1i=h2i=l, 

0H1i~=~H2i2=0). It is seen that our 

results are suffciently accurate for 
class 1, and both approximations, 1 and 
2, show good results for class 2, 
except for station 1. 

10J~----------------------~ 
N·lO nonsyaaetric 

Ha,Ea/D/l systea 
P 1-l0p a, P a·····P 10 
---- Approx.l 
----- Approx.2 

Q,) 

.~ 102 

+" 
bO c:: ..... 
+" ..... 
co 
~ 

c:: co 
~ 10 

t f Siaulation 
(951 confidence 
interval) 

1~--~~----~----~----~ 

,.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Traffic intensity in station 1, al ' 

(a) Station 1 

10Jr-----------------------~ 
N·IO syuetric 

Ea [x] ,Ea [x]/D/I systea 

----- Approx.l 

; 102 
----- Approx.2 

..... 
+" 
bO .s 
+" ..... 
co 
~ 

c:: 
: 10 

::E 

f t Simulation 
(951 confidence 
interval) 

1~--~----~----~--~----~ 
0.0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Traffic intensity in station i, ai 

Fig. I Mean waiting time in the symmetric 
Ea [x] ,Ea [x]/D/l system 

10J~----------------------~ 
N-lO nonsyaaetric 

Ha,Ea/D/l systea 
P 1-10p a, P a· .. ··P 10 

---- Approx.l 
Q,) 

.~ 102 
----- Approx. 2 

+" 
bO c:: ..... 

+" ..... 
co 
~ 

c:: co 
~ 10 

E(W11 ) 

f t Simulation ' 
(951 confidence interval) 

1~----~----~------~----~ 

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Traffic intensity in station 1, al 

(b) Station 2--10 

Fig. 2 Mean waiting time in the nonsymmetric Ha,E2/D/l system 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented approximations for a token ring system with limited 
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service where two priority classes of messages were offered in batches and 
nonpreemptive priority was considered. The proposed approximate formulas are 
very simple for an arbitrary number of queues and any traffic pattern. The 
accuracy of the approximation is validated through numerical examples. In 
consequence, it is clear that the accuracy of this approximation is sufficient 
for practical use. 

The following topics remain for further study: 
(1) Derivation of the n-th moment of the waiting time and the number of 
customers in the queues, n~2. 
(2) An expansion to a ·general model which allows an arbitrary maximum number 
of customers from any queue that can be served per cycle. 
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